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SUMMARIES 
In the Sphere and Cylinder Book I Archimedes makes 
an assertion about the areas of three triangles 
whose sides are generators of an isosceles cone. 
He does not prove the assertian and subsequent 
connaentators have tried to fill this gap. We 
review their suggested proofs and supply a new 
one based on an earlier proposition of the same 
work. 
Dans son Sphhre et Cylindre Livre I, Archimsde 
&once une assertion qui traite des surfaces 
des trois triangles dont les c&t& sont 
g&&atrices d'un cone isocsle. I1 ne dgmontre 
pas son assertion et, par la suite, ses commen- 
tateurs ont essay6 de remgdier 2 cette lacune. 
Nous passons en revue les preuves qu'ils ont 
sugg&&es et nous donnons une nouvelle preuve 
qui se base sur une proposition enonc&e 
pr&6dement dans ce meme ouvrage. 
In the proof of Proposition 9 of On the Sphere and Cylinder, 
Book I Archimedes states without proof that if an arc AG on the 
circular base of an isosceles cone be bisected at B, and if D 
is the vertex of the cone, then triangles DAB and DGB are 
together larger than triangle DAG (Fig. 1). In this note we 
review previous attempts to prove this assertion and give a 
simple proof based on Proposition 3 of the same book. Through- 
out we denote the triangle whose vertices are X, Y, Z by h(XYZ) 
and the angle whose sides are XY and YZ by SXYZ. 
In his commentary [Heiberg, 1910, vol. III, 24-261, 
Eutocius notices the gap and argues that since the angle at D 
is a solid angle, $ADB + $BDG > PADG. Hence, if DE is the 
perpendicular bisector of AG, then PADB > $.ADE. He then 
states that if we pick z on the circular arc supplementing 
arc ABG so that PADZ = PADB then A (ADB) g A (ADZ). Since 
A(ADZ) > A (ADE) it follows that A(ADB) > A(ADE) , and it is now 
immediate that A (ADB) + A (BDG) > A (ADG) . However, Eutocius fails 
to see that he cannot generally pick z as he wishes, and he begs 
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the question by asserting, without proof, that A(ADZ) > A(ADE). 
Archimedes uses Proposition 9 to prove that if a pyramid on 
a polygonal base be inscribed in an isosceles cone, then the 
lateral surface of the pyramid is less than that of the cone, 
However, in both the The Discourse of the Banii Miisa and The 
Book of Master Johanncs of Tinemue on the Curved Surfaces 
[Clagett 19641, this latter result is simply assumed. It is 
therefore no surprise to find the contents of Proposition 9 
ignored in these medieval treatises. 
Figure 1 
Isaac Barrow states in his Latin translation of Archimedes 
that A(ADB) + A(BDG)> A(ADG) because AB + BG > AG and the al- 
titude is common, [Barrow 1675, 81. Of course the altitudes 
of the three triangles need not be equal, but both Heiberg 
[1910, vol. III, 311 and Ver Eecke [1960, 171 repeat this error. 
It seems that the first correct proof of Archimedes' 
assertion was given by E. Nizze 11824, SO]. He proceeds by 
constructing in a fixed plane p bda = p BDA and p eda = P EDA, 
as in Figure 2. With center d and radius da = DA describe the 
circular arc bag, and from a construct ae perpendicular to dg. 
Then A (ADB) G A (adb), A (ADE) g A (ade) and 9 adb + $ adg -C 180'. 
Join b, e. Then it is clear that A(dba): b(dea) = bk:ke. 
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If dp is the bisector of Pbdg, 
then, since fbda > fadg it 
is clear that the bisector 
lies within fbda. Then 
bp:pe = db:de so that bp > pe. 
Thus bk > ke and hence 
A (adb) > A lade). The rest of 
the proof is immediate. 
T. L. Heath [1897, g-101 
ignores the gap in the proof. 
Dijksterhuis [1956, 1571 d 
gives a proof which is in- 
complete since it must be 
modified when $ADB > go'-- 
a case he does not seem to 
have considered. The most 
recent French translation 
of Archimedes by C. Mugler Figure 2 
[1970-72, ~01.1, 2531 simply 
refers the reader to Dijksterhuis’ proof. 
a 
In the Russian edition [Veselovskii 1957, 451-31 of Archimedes’ 
works is a proof that is unique in using nothing about the angles 
at D. In this proof o denotes the center of the base circle, and 
we consider two cases: AG > AB or AG < AB. (In the second case 
we will denote B by b in order to avoid confusion.) If AG ? AB 
(see Figure 3) then OK > OE so that KD = [OK2 + OD2]% L 
[OE2 + OD2]+ = ED. Since AB > AE as well, we conclude 
~(ADB) > ATADE). If, however, AG 
is the point on the circumference 
Figure 3 
< Ab and if B 
diametrically opposite b then 
we may apply the first case to 
AB, BG and AG to obtain 
A (ADS) < A (ADB) + A(GDB) . Now 
notice A(Ah0) = A (ABO) so that 
Ab-ZO = AB*OK. It is easy to 
see that [2A(ADb)12 = 
Ab2(OZ2 + OD2) = AB2*OK2 + Ab2-OD2, 
while [2h(ABD)12 = AB2-O$ + 
AB2 * OK2. But AB < Ab so 
that A(ADb) > A (ADB) , and the 
rest follows easily. 
One common feature of the 
proofs we have given or referred 
to is that they are completely 
disjoint from what has pre- 
ceded Proposition 9. None of 
the writers has noticed that 
the unproved assertion in Propo- 
sition 9 is actually an easy 
consequence of a remark 
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Figure 4 
Archimedes makes in Proposition 3. In modern language this 
remark says that if 0 and 8’ are two acute angles with f3 c 8’ 
then set 8 < set 0’. It is also stated without proof, but this 
time Eutocius supplies one. Using Archimedes’ remark we may 
proceed as follows [Figure 4), where we bracket the changes 
necessary for the case $ADB > 90'. Let AK be the perpendicular 
from A onto BD [extended]. In the two right triangles KAD and 
AED we have, as Eutocius observed, PKDA > %EDA [and both PKDA 
and $??DA < 90'1. Thus pcm < HEAD so set (PKAD) ( set (PEADJ. 
Thus AK ' AE. Also DB = DA > DE, so A(ABD) > A(AED). Similarly, 
A(GBD) > A (GED), SO A(AGD) < ~(ABD) + AGBD). 
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ON THE H ISTORY OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF 
TEXAS AT ARLINGTON, 2-3 OCTOBER 1976 
Meetings 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL HERITAGE SYMPOSIUM 
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Papers on October 2 were: S. M. Ulam: “The role of mathe- 
matics in the development of nuclear energy at Los Alamos” and 
“Some possible future applications of mathematics to natural 
sciences .‘I Felix Browder: “What is applied mathematics? -- A 
historical view.” Richard Bellman: “Systems of society.” 
R. E. Kalman: “Mathematical system theory: the new queen.” 
The following day’s program was: Peter Lax: “Developments 
in mathematical analysis since the war.” Robert Kalaba: “What 
is history of mathematics?“. Richard Bellman: continuation of 
his talk of the previous day. 
The proceedings will be published in the Texas Tech. 
Graduate Studies Series. 
150TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF RIEMANN 
On 7 October 1976 at the Moscow centre of the Academy of 
Sciences of the USSR was held an evening meeting commemorating 
the birthday of G. F. B. Riemann (1826-1866). A. P. Yushkevich 
spoke on his life and work, A. I. Markushevich of his work on 
functions of a complex variable, and B. L. Laptev of his work 
on geometry. 
